This paper describes the consonant and vowel phonemes of the variety of Gurung, or Tamu Kyui, spoken in Sikles Village. Unlike other documented varieties, Sikles Gurung is analyzed with contrastive vowel duration, word-initial obstruent voicing, and two register categories. This analysis is supported by data collected with the help of Sikles speakers living in Nepal and New York City.
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1. The Gurung language

Gurung, or Tamu Kyui, is the language of the Gurung, or Tamu, people. Linguists have classified the Gurung language as a member of the Tamangic subfamily of the Tibeto-Burman language family, where it is closely related to other languages of Nepal such as Tamang, Manange, Nar Phu, Thakali, Seke, and Chantyal (Delancy, 2003; Noonan, 2008). Because Gurung is the name of both a people and their language, it is unclear how many speakers of Gurung there actually are; the 2011 Nepal census reported as many as 325,622 speakers in Nepal, but it is likely this number is inflated (Glover & Landon, 1975; Hildebrandt, 2004; Noonan, 2008). Researchers also do not know how many Gurung speakers reside outside of Nepal’s borders, although there are established Gurung communities in many parts of the world, including Belgium, Hong Kong, India, Portugal, Singapore, the United Kingdom, and parts of the United States. The majority of Gurung speakers, including those who helped with this study, are also fluent speakers of Nepali. There is concern in some diaspora communities that younger generations are learning to speak only Nepali, and that knowledge of the Gurung language is being lost.

Gurung is listed under a single ISO code, GVR ISO 639-3 (Lewis, Simons & Fennig, 2017). Within this single language, there can be extensive variation, as pointed out by several sociolinguistic surveys of the Gurung varieties spoken in different villages in Nepal (Glover & Landon, 1975; Chalise & Rai, 2014; Swenson, 2015). Researchers report that Gurung can noticeably vary from one river valley to another, and even from one village to another. In addition to the broader linguistic surveys, descriptive work has been done on the varieties of Gurung spoken in Ghandrung (Burton-Page, 1955), Ghachok (Glover, 1969; Glover & Glover, 1972; Glover, 1974; Glover et al. 1977 among others), Mohoriya (Pignède, 1993), Thak (Sprigg, 1997), Syangja (Nishida, 2004), Sikkim (Nakkeerar, 2009), Sikles (Ronkos, 2020), and Manang and Lamjung (Hildebrandt forthcoming). This paper focuses on the variety of Gurung spoken in Sikles Village, and the ways it is similar to and different from other documented varieties.

2. Sikles Gurung

Sikles Village, or Tsili Nāāsa, is located north of Pokhara in the Kaski District. Sikles is one of the largest Gurung villages in Nepal, with several thousand families reportedly living there. Residents speak the local variety of Gurung with each other, though Nepali is taught in the local schools. Nepali is also the language used in formal situations or with people from outside of the village. The data analyzed in this paper was collected with the help of Sikles speakers living in both New York City and Nepal between 2014 and 2018. The following sections present an overview of the phonemic inventory of Sikles Gurung, highlighting areas where it differs from descriptions of other varieties.

3. Obstruents

This section focuses on the obstruents of Sikles Gurung: the stops /p, pʰ, b, t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪, ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ, k, kʰ, g/, affricates /ʦ, ʦʰ, ʣ/, and fricatives /s, ɬ, h/. While the stops and affricates have a three-way laryngeal contrast, particularly in the word-initial position, the fricatives are all phonemically voiceless. Minimal and near-minimal sets illustrating the three-way laryngeal contrast for stops and affricates are listed in (1). Note that due to the comparatively small number of words beginning with voiced obstruents in this variety, it is not...
The phonemic inventory is possible in all cases to provide exact minimal sets. Transcriptions follow the conventions of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).

(1) /pjɔːba/ ‘to resemble’
/pʰjɔːba/ ‘to clean’
/bjɔːba/ ‘to throw away’
/jɔːba/ ‘to have to’
/jʰɔːba/ ‘to open (something)’
/djɔːba/ ‘to beat, to thresh’
/tjba/ ‘to live, to sit, to stay’
/tʰjba/ ‘to strike a match’
/dʒɛŋɛ/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (rude)’
/kɔːba/ ‘to echo’
/kʰɔːba/ ‘to be greedy’
/goːba/ ‘to blow (by shaman)’

The three-way laryngeal contrast for stops and affricates is clearly visible in the waveforms made from recordings of Sikles Gurung speech. The example below shows waveforms of a single speaker saying the first syllable of the first minimal set transcribed above in (1) produced using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2016). There is a clear difference between the short Voice Onset Time (VOT) of the unaspirated stop /p/, the longer VOT of the aspirated stop /pʰ/, and the prevoicing (or negative VOT) throughout the closure period of the voiced stop /b/.

Figure 1: Illustration of 3-way laryngeal contrast in the speech of Speaker 1

In work on Ghachok Gurung, Glover (1969) noted an asymmetry in the distribution of voiced stops and affricates in the word-initial position – he reports that within the lexicon, there are generally fewer voiced stops and affricates in the word-initial position than voiceless ones, and that voiced stops and affricates tend to occur preceding vowels carrying breathy phonation. This observation also holds for the obstruents of Sikles Gurung.

The three-way laryngeal contrast found in Ghachok and Sikles Gurung is not reported for other varieties of Gurung – Nishida (2004) analyzes Syangja Gurung with a four-way phonemic voicing and aspiration contrast, while Hildebrandt (forthcoming) reports that in Manang Gurung there is no voicing of stops word-initially.

Stops in Sikles Gurung have four contrastive places of articulation: bilabial /p, pʰ, b/, dental /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪/, retroflex /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/, and velar /k, kʰ, ɡ/. A minimal set illustrating these four contrastive places of articulation is given below.

(2) /poː/ ‘leaf, bark’
/toː/ ‘what’
/tʰoː/ ‘tumpline’
/koː/ ‘blood’

The retroflex stops in Sikles Gurung are different from the retroflex stops found in Nepali, likely due to their historical origin from dental-stop plus rhotic /tɾ/ clusters (Michailovsky, 1988; Burton-Page, 1955). Some rhoticity is still audible in the speech of some Sikles Gurung speakers when pronouncing retroflex stops; this was also reported for speakers of Ghandrung Gurung by Burton-Page (1955). Retroflex stops are a common feature found in other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, including Sherpa (Kelly, 2004), Manange (Hildebrandt, 2004), Tamang (Mazaudon, 2003), Nar-Phu (Hildebrandt & Noonan, 2017), and Seke (Honda, 2002).

Sikles Gurung has three affricates that also show a three-way laryngeal contrast in the word-initial position: /ʦ, ʦʰ, ʣ/. This is illustrated by the near-minimal set in (3). Note that there are only a handful of examples where voiced affricates occur word-initially in this variety; instead /ʣ/ is much more common in the word-medial position.

(3) /ʦɔːɡu/ ‘cooking stand with three legs’
/ʦʰɔbʌ/ ‘to be fat; to look after cattle, to shepherd’
/ʣɔːba/ ‘to pour; to irrigate; to put’
Determining the place of articulation of these affricates has been difficult. Nepali has been shown to have a series of laminal-alveolar affricates (Clements & Khatiwada, 2007), and the Gurung speakers who assisted with this project have the intuition that the affricates of Sikles Gurung are not the same as the affricates of Nepali. Phonologically, Sikles Gurung affricates pattern with the alveolar fricative /s/ rather than the dentals /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪, n̪/, but a palatography study like that conducted by Clements and Khatiwada (2007) for Nepali is needed to truly pinpoint the place of articulation of these sounds. It has been suggested that for some speakers of this variety there is a contrast between dental and alveolar affricates; however, this was not observed in the speech of the speakers recorded for this project. The only reliable change in place of articulation observed was due to immediately following front vowels or glides, which caused the affricates to be realized as palatalized allophones. This is illustrated in (4) by the pair /ʦu/ ‘this’ and /ʦju/ ‘ten’ where the initial affricate in /ʦju/ ‘ten’ is realized as palatalized allophone [ʨʲ] because of the immediately following front glide /j/.

(4) /ʦu/ \(\rightarrow\) [ʦ wu] ‘this’
/ʦju/ \(\rightarrow\) [ʨʲu] ‘ten’

The phonemic contrast between the three fricatives /s, ɬ, h/ in the word-initial position is illustrated by the minimal set in (5).

(5) /sɔ̤ːba/ ‘to put out to dry’
/lɔ̤ːba/ ‘to play’
/hɔ̤ːba/ ‘to enter’

The lateral fricative /ɬ/ often corresponds to the cluster /kʰɬ/ in other Gurung varieties (Glover et al., 1977). When comparing Sikles Gurung with the variety spoken in Ghachok, there is a clear divide based on the phonation features of the following vowel: words in Ghachok Gurung beginning with /kʰl/ clusters followed by vowels with breathy phonation correspond to words in Sikles Gurung beginning with the lateral approximant /l/ (6); while words in Ghachok Gurung beginning with /kʰl/ clusters followed by vowels with modal phonation correspond to words in Sikles Gurung beginning with the lateral fricative /ɬ/ (7). The examples provided below represent a subset of the data following this pattern across Ghachok and Sikles Gurung. The Ghachok transcriptions are based on Glover et al.’s (1977) dictionary and have been transposed from the dictionary’s orthography to follow IPA conventions.

(6) Ghachok Sikles Gloss
/kʰlje̤/ /lɛ/ ‘owner’
/kʰljõ/ /lɔː/ ‘place; sleeping place’
/kʰlje̤bri/ /lɛbɾiː/ ‘shaman, holy man’

(7) Ghachok Sikles Gloss
/kʰli/ /li/ ‘feces’
/kʰlũ/ /lũː/ ‘snow’
/kʰljõba/ /lɔːbʌ/ ‘to play’

The fricatives /l, h/ are overall low-frequency sounds in the lexicon, particularly when compared with the frequency of the alveolar fricative /s/. The fricative /h/ in particular is more common in words borrowed from Nepali – for instance the Nepali word <हिलो> /hilo/ ‘mud’ has been borrowed into Sikles Gurung as /hi̤ːl/.

4 Sonorants

The sonorants of Sikles Gurung include three nasals /m, n̪, ŋ/, a lateral approximant /l/, a retroflex rhotic trill /ɽ/, and three phonemic glides: labiovelar /w/, palatal /j/ and unrounded velar /ɰ/. The unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ corresponds to the low central glide described for other dialects of Gurung (Glover, 1969), as well as related languages like Marphali (Mazaudon, 2007).

Sikles Gurung nasals contrast for three different places of articulation: bilabial /m/, dental /n̪/, and velar /ŋ/. A minimal set illustrating this place of articulation contrast is provided below.

(8) /mãː/ ‘mother’
/n̪ãː/ ‘rain’
/ŋãː/ ‘rim (of a container)’

Nasals in Sikles Gurung are realized as post-stopped allophones before oral (non-nasal) vowels. Examples where these post-stopped nasal allophones surface are listed in (9) with broad and narrow transcriptions.

(9) /mɔ̤/ [mɔ̤] ‘small bamboo’
/nɔ̤/ [nɔ̤] ‘weed’
/ŋɔ̤/ [ŋɔ̤] ‘forehead’

Sikles Gurung does not display a voicing contrast for the liquids /l, ɽ/, although such a contrast is
The phonemic inventory... reported for other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, including Seke (Honda, 2002), Thakali (Hari, 1970), and Yolmo (Gawne, 2016). A minimal pair illustrating the contrast between /l/ and /ɽ/ is provided in (10).

(10) /liːbʌ/ ‘heavy’
    /ɬiːbʌ/ ‘to beg’

Although the IPA character /ɽ/ is typically used to represent a retroflex flap with a single closure, it is used in this description to represent a rhotic retroflex trill. This follows Ladefoged & Maddieson’s (1996) transcription of the rhotic retroflex trill in Toda, a Dravidian language of southern India, using /ɽ/. For some speakers of Sikles Gurung, this retroflex trill can also be pronounced with spirantization, which has also been reported for some varieties of Tibetan (Denwood, 1999; Leongue, 2018), Manange (Hildebrandt, 2005), and Ghandrung Gurung (Burton-Page, 1955). As discussed in detail in Ronkos (2020), there is a great deal of variation in the production of the Sikles Gurung rhotic, both across the speech of different speakers and across different lexical items.

Retroflexion seems to be a key phonological feature of the rhotic in Sikles Gurung; words borrowed from Nepali with retroflex stops are often phonologized into Gurung as rhotics. For example, the Nepali word <पहाड> /pʌhaɖ/ ‘foothills, hilly region’ has been adapted into Gurung as /pʌhaːɽ/. This is particularly expected for Nepali words with retroflex stops in the word-final position because they are typically pronounced by Nepali speakers as a retroflex flap allophone [ɽ] (Khatiwada, 2009). Furthermore, as mentioned in the section on obstruents, the retroflex stop series in Gurung has been shown to historically come from dental stop plus rhotic /tɽ/ clusters, suggesting retroflexion may have already been a feature of the rhotics in those clusters (Michailovsky, 1988; Burton-Page, 1955).

The lateral approximant /l/ contrasts with the lateral fricative /ɬ/. A minimal pair illustrating this contrast is given below. Note that /-bʌ/ is a suffix marking the infinitive form of these verbs.

(11) /lũbʌ/ ‘to break’
    /ɬũbʌ/ ‘to empty a container, to flip upside down’

The three glides in Sikles Gurung have asymmetric distributions. The palatal glide /j/ occurs before back vowels /uː, u, ɔ, aː, ʌ/, while the labiovelar glide /w/ occurs before the front vowels /iː, i, eː, e/ and the low back vowels /aː, ʌ/. The unrounded velar glide /u/, on the other hand, occurs only as the second consonant (C₂) in a syllable onset cluster, and even more specifically only occurs before front vowels. A minimal pair illustrating the contrast between /j/ and /w/ before low back vowels is provided in (12).

(12) /jaː/ ‘to be’
    /waː/ ‘question particle’

A minimal pair showing the contrast between the two velar glides in the C₂ position of an onset cluster is listed in (13).

(13) /kwʃbʌ/ ‘to beg’
    /kuʃbʌ/ ‘to be late’

Consonants in Sikles Gurung have a close relationship with immediately following vowels or glides (Ronkos 2020). The two velar glides /w, ɰ/ pattern together with the back vowels in assigning allophonic secondary velar articulation to preceding consonants, while the palatal glide /j/ patterns with front vowels in assigning allophonic secondary palatal articulation to preceding consonants. Hari (1970) describes a similar phonological system for the obstruents and velar nasal stops in Thakali – before front vowels, the place of articulation of these consonants fronts; before low vowels, the place of articulation of these consonants backs; and before round vowels, these consonants are pronounced with a labial release.

5 Vowels

Sikles Gurung vowels contrast for height, backness, and rounding, as well as nasalization and duration, which will be indicated with diacritics. In addition to quantifiable differences in duration, mid and low vowels also have a qualitative difference between the long and short pairs, which is indicated by using different characters: /eː, ɛ, ɔ, aː, ʌ/. This sets Gurung apart from languages like Japanese and Yolmo, in which short and long vowels have durational differences but not vowel
quality differences (Labrune, 2012; Gawne, 2016). The high back and mid back vowels of Sikles Gurung are round, as their characters suggest, while the low vowels are not. Additionally, vowels can be specified for breathy phonation or modal phonation as part of Gurung’s register system; breathy vowels will be marked in transcriptions with the diacritic /\V̤/. The register system of Sikles Gurung is the topic of the next section.

Table 1: Sikles Gurung vowel phonemic vowel inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>/iː, i/</td>
<td>/uː, u/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>/eː, e/</td>
<td>/oː, ɔ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>/aː, ʌ/</td>
<td>/a:, ʌ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The height, backness, rounding, and duration of vowels is contrastive in all positions in Sikles Gurung. Nasalization and breathy phonation are generally word-level processes. The near minimal set in (14) shows the contrast between vowels with different height and backness features.

(14) /kijː/ ‘you’
     /keː/ ‘work’
     /kaː/ ‘lid’
     /koː/ ‘blood’
     /ku/ ‘nine; chest’

The minimal pairs in (15) show the contrast between vowels with the same height and backness features but different duration features.

(15) /tʰiː/ ‘load’
     /tːiː/ ‘corner’
     /seː/ ‘louse’
     /se/ ‘meat’
     /tɑː/ ‘needle’
     /tɔ/ ‘axe’
     /nɔː/ ‘garlic’
     /nɔ/ ‘weed’
     /kJUː/ ‘sheep’
     /kJU/ ‘water’

Vowel duration is not described as a robust contrastive feature for other documented varieties of Gurung. Instead, it is often characterized as marginal, and in the case of Ghachok Gurung only consistently realized for the low vowels (Glover 1969, 1974; Glover et al., 1977). The analysis of Sikles Gurung presented in this paper most closely aligns with the brief description of Mohoriya Gurung vowels provided in Pignède (1993). A number of other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal are described with vowel systems that include duration contrasts, including Tamang (Mazaudon, 2003, 2015), Seke (Honda, 2002), Kham (Watters, 2004), and Lamjung Yolmo (Gawne, 2016).

The minimal pairs in (16) show nasalization as a contrastive vowel feature in Sikles Gurung. Nasal vowels are also widely reported in other varieties of Gurung.

(16) /tʰiː/ ‘heart (physical organ)’
     /tːiː/ ‘load’
     /suqːeː/ ‘heart (feelings)’
     /suqːe/ ‘price’
     /nɔː/ ‘rain’
     /nɔː/ ‘snot’
     /prɔː:/ ‘cow shed’
     /prɔː:/ ‘cliff’
     /kʊː/ ‘urine’
     /kʊ/ ‘nine; chest’

6 Register

In addition to the features already addressed, vowels in Sikles Gurung carry contrastive breathy phonation that is part of a register system with two opposing categories: modal vowels with higher relative pitch, and breathy vowels with lower relative pitch. Minimal pairs illustrating the difference between these two register categories are provided below.

(17) /tːiː/ ‘sun’
     /tːiː/ ‘heart (physical organ)’
     /lɛ/ ‘owner’
     /lɛ/ ‘tongue’
     /nɔː/ ‘outer ear’
     /nɔː/ ‘snot’
     /tsɔː/ ‘nest’
     /tsɔː/ ‘sister-in-law, daughter-in-law’
     /kʊ/ ‘umbrella’
     /kʊ/ ‘urine’

Register systems are traditionally distinguished from tone systems by additional vowel quality features like phonation (Abramson & Luangthongkum, 2009). In the case of Sikles Gurung, the phonation contrast aligns with what Abramson & Luangthongkum (2009) describe as a
fairly typical pitch correspondence, where breathy phonation lowers the fundamental frequency of nuclear vowels. While other researchers working on other varieties of Gurung have characterized breathy phonation as a feature of two of four lexical tones (Glover & Glover, 1972; Sprigg, 1997; Nishida, 2004), this paper analyzes Sikles Gurung with only two pitch-based categories, in line with descriptions by Burton-Page (1955) and Pignède (1993). This is largely because the combination of vowel duration and a two-category register system is sufficient to account for all collected Sikles data. Pairs of words that fall into different tone categories in other varieties of Gurung are distinguished by some other feature in Sikles Gurung without an appeal to additional pitch-based categories. This can be a difference in vowel nasalization, as seen in the Sikles words that correspond to a minimal tone pair in Ghachok Gurung in (18), or even a difference in vowel height, as seen in (19). Most frequently, minimal tone pairs in Ghachok Gurung correspond to minimal pairs in Sikles distinguished by vowel length; examples of this are given in (20).

(18) **Ghachok**  **Sikles**  **Gloss**

/¹ru/  /ɽũː/ 'thread'
/²ru/  /ɽu/ 'horn'

(19) **Ghachok**  **Sikles**  **Gloss**

/³ti̤/  /tɛ̤/ 'time of year'
/⁴ti̤/  /tɛ̤/ ‘load’

(20) **Ghachok**  **Sikles**  **Gloss**

/¹se/  /seː/ 'louse'
/²se/  /sɛ/ ‘meat’
/¹to/  /tɔː/ ‘what’
/²to/  /tɔ/ ‘wild pig’
/³ŋi/  /ŋiː/ ‘seven’
/⁴ŋi/  /ŋi/ ‘we (exclusive)’

The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 2 show recordings of three male speakers of Sikles Gurung saying the pair /seː/ ‘louse’ and /sɛ/ ‘meat’ in isolation (narrowly transcribed as [ɕʲeː] and [ɕʲɛ] in the accompanying Textgrids). Pitch tracks are indicated on the spectrograms below using dashed lines, and intensity is superimposed using solid lines. Note that for each Sikles speaker, the pitch track is all but identical across the two lexical items. Strikingly, the pitch track contour is different for each speaker: for Speaker 1 it is level, for Speaker 2 it is rising, and for Speaker 3 it is falling.
These six recordings, along with recordings of other Sikles Gurung speakers saying these same lexical items, can be reliably identified as either /se:/ ‘louse’ or /sɛ/ ‘meat’ when played back to the primary language consultant for this project in a randomized order. Although these two lexical items represent a minimal tone pair in Ghachok Gurung, pitch clearly cannot be the distinguishing feature for these items in Sikles Gurung. Instead, aspects of contrastive vowel duration – including differences in the vowel formant structure and the intensity peak pattern – are hypothesized to be the perceptual cues that allow speakers to distinguish these lexical items. Future work will aim to tease these cues apart using perception studies.

7. Summary

This paper presents an analysis of the phonemic inventory of Sikles Gurung based on original data collected with the help of Sikles Gurung speakers. The overview it presents focuses on the aspects of Sikles Gurung that set it apart from other documented varieties. For the obstruents, these aspects include a three-way laryngeal contrast in the word-initial position, and the presence of the lateral fricative /ɬ/. For the sonorants, these aspects include the post-stopped nasal allophones that surface before phonemically oral vowels, as well as the analysis of the third glide as an unrounded velar /u/. Additionally, Sikles Gurung shows robustly contrastive vowel duration at all vowel heights, and a two-category register system that combines breathy phonation with a basic high-low pitch dichotomy. Together these sound patterns characterize the variety of Gurung spoken in Sikles Village. This work contributes to linguists’ knowledge of the kinds of language variation that exists among the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, and establishes a point of comparison for future crosslinguistic work on Gurung and other Tamangic languages.
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